Would you die for a friend?
What is justice?
How can we walk the path of true happiness?

These are some of the big questions that we will discuss in class, through our engagement with Homer, Plato, Aristotle, and other authors from Greco-Roman antiquity whose works show a distinct capacity to provoke us to think about what matters most.

But there’s more. Ever wished you were better at reading? You will learn a simple, three step method. Want to take notes like a research professor? It’s shockingly easy. Do you wish you were a more persuasive speaker and writer? You will be after our course.

In addition to helping you engage with Classical literature and develop your skills in reading, note-taking, and argument, the course will introduce you to the motto on Ohio State’s seal – *Disciplina in Civitatem*, Education for Citizenship – and we will demonstrate numerous ways that close engagement with Classical literature can help you find your civic voice.

**GE Literature and Diversity Global Studies Course**

**Want to know more? Contact Dr. Joey Lipp (lipp.14).**